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kerning an adjustment of spacing between two 
specific letters.

Keyboard shortcut: Option + Arrow Keys



kerning an adjustment of spacing between two 
specific letters.

Kerning must be done optically, not 
mathematically. Use your eyes, not  
your ruler.



kerning an adjustment of spacing between two 
specific letters.

lloo ol
Round next to round

CLOSEST
Round next to straight

MEDIUM
straight to straight

FURTHEST



kerning an adjustment of spacing between two 
specific letters.

Typically, the default kerning for a typeface will be 
made for smaller, text sizes. (7pt to 14pt) For larger 
sizes, like headlines, you will have to tighten the 
overall letterspacing.

A good quality typeface will require minimal kerning, 
but you should still check to see if it is necessary. If 
you find yourself manually kerning a lot of letter pairs, 
you’re probably using a poor quality typeface.



tracking the overall spacing between letters in a 
block of text or word (letterspacing)

Keyboard shortcut: Option + Arrow Keys



tracking the overall spacing between letters in a 
block of text or word (letterspacing)

Letterspacing

Letterspacing



leading The distance from the baseline of one 
line of type to another (line spacing)

Keyboard shortcut: Option + Arrow Keys



leading The distance from the baseline of one 
line of type to another (line spacing)

The default setting in most layout and 
imaging software is 120 percent of the 
type size. (10pt / 12pt)



leading The distance from the baseline of one 
line of type to another (line spacing)

36/44

Twee banh mi whatever 
pork belly selfies, kale chips 
kickstarter authentic +1 8-bit 
green juice lo-fi. Offal poke 
enamel pin subway tile, freegan 
salvia hashtag neutra kombucha 
next level. Chillwave mlkshk 
literally church-key raw denim. 
Hot chicken post-ironic raclette 
vice vexillologist tattooed 
narwhal. YOLO cloud bread 
tilde hammock af woke venmo 
freegan farm-to-table. DIY 
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Twee banh mi whatever 
pork belly selfies, kale chips 
kickstarter authentic +1 8-bit 
green juice lo-fi. Offal poke 
enamel pin subway tile, freegan 
salvia hashtag neutra kombucha 
next level. Chillwave mlkshk 
literally church-key raw denim. 
Hot chicken post-ironic raclette 
vice vexillologist tattooed 
narwhal. YOLO cloud bread 
tilde hammock af woke venmo 
freegan farm-to-table. DIY 
copper mug quinoa neutra hell 
of. Fashion axe williamsburg 
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Twee banh mi whatever 

pork belly selfies, kale chips 

kickstarter authentic +1 8-bit 

green juice lo-fi. Offal poke 

enamel pin subway tile, freegan 

salvia hashtag neutra kombucha 

next level. Chillwave mlkshk 

literally church-key raw denim. 

Hot chicken post-ironic raclette 



leading The distance from the baseline of one 
line of type to another (line spacing)

Reducing the standard distance creates a denser 
typographic color, while risking collisions 
between ascenders and descenders. Expanding 
the line spacing creates a lighter, more open 
text block. As leading increases, lines of type 
become independent graphic elements rather 
than parts of an overall visual shape and texture.



PROJECT 3



LOGOS



LOGOS

First, a very quick 
history





“CORPORATE IDENTITY”
~1950s



Paul Rand
1914-1996

Saul Bass
1920-1996

Massimo Vignelli
1931-2014











Three1 main types: 
1. wordmark
2. icon/badge
3. flexible
1. This is a loose grouping — the edges are flexible and some 
logos can fall between or include all types.



1. Wordmark



2. Icon/Badge



3. Flexible / Brand system



3. Flexible / Brand system



3. Flexible / Brand system



Coherency,
not consistency.



Logos can come to 
represent larger ideas  
but are born meaningless.



A logo,

when used within a  
system, overtime becomes

a brand.













1. simple
2. work in black/white
3. standarized
4. applied everywhere



“works the same  
on a billboard and  
a business card”


